ESTOICISMO & JAVASCRIPT
MEU NOME É ZENO
POR QUE ESSE NOME?
SERA QUE EU SOU O ÚNICO?
Acesse o orkut com a sua conta do Google

E-mail:

Senha:

Salvar as minhas informações neste computador.

Não use em computadores públicos.

Acessar

Não consigo acessar o link da minha conta

Ainda não é membro?

ENTRAR
Minha Sombra me PERSEGUIE !!

Descrição:
Se a sua sombra te persegue todos os dias, em todos os lugares... E se você tem uma pessoa que ataca de sombra, chata, e não sai do seu pé...
Esta é a sua comunidade!!

Aqui o único que não pode entrar é a sua sombra!!

Idioma: Português

Categoria: Jogos

Dono: Carla | TL |

Moderadores: TiAgO ElíTe'S™, //•∞• Chiiicoo, João Paulo, Claudinha², Luíla NeVeS

Tipo: moderada

Privacidade do conteúdo: apenas membros

Fórum: não-anônimo

Local: Brasil

Criado em: 5 de julho de 2005

Membros: 367.739
Eu sei que jamais estarei em uma posição digna de suborno.

Folhinha da Seicho-No-Ie: em sampa agora, uísque, só purinho...

Se soubesses...
QUEM FOI O PRIMEIRO?
Zeno of Elea

490 a.C.
STOÏKÓS
O que estudar?
trabalhe com DATABASE !
trabalhe com BACKEND!
trabalhe com DESIGN !
trabalhe com FRONTEND !
The whole future lies in uncertainty: live immediately.

- Seneca
FOCAR

no que?
USE

Angular Logo
USE

[Vue logo]
POR QUE TODA HORA MUDA?
The world is nothing but change. Our life is only perception.

- Marcus Aurelius
react
redux
flux
graphql
react native
relay
We suffer more often in imagination than in reality.

- Seneca
Open source
abra seu código
MY GITHUB RÉSUMÉ

As a software startup owner I really enjoy when people send us their résumés and they include their github account so we can see tangible work they have done.

After a tweet by John Resig I imagined that it may be nice for people to be able to generate their GitHub résumés.

Enter your GitHub username and click on generate

See some popular users

- Chris Wanstrath
- Max Howell

Notes, Information and Future features

This is the first version. I am planning on adding things as such as your most committed forks, most committed repositories and make the "My Popular Repositories" be built from your complete list of repositories. Feel free to fork the page if you want to help :-(
When it comes to hiring, I'll take a Github commit log over a resume any day.
e o que acontece?
1. Tem uma ideia brilhante
2. Cria um novo repo
3. Trabalha até sangrar
Expectativa

Todo mundo te admira pra sempre
Realidade

Ninguém se importa
open source
não é só
github
open source
é um estilo de vida
Everything is wrong, so deleted all of it, this way you can start over and do it right. #10

rwaldron wants to merge 1 commit into jquery-boilerplate:master from rwaldron:reset-this-crap

rwaldron commented on Aug 9, 2011

No description provided.

rwaldron closed this on Aug 9, 2011

zenorocha added a commit that referenced this pull request on Aug 10, 2011
Luck is what happens when preparation meets opportunity.

- Seneca
clipboard.js

A modern approach to copy text to clipboard

No Flash. No frameworks. Just 3kb gzipped
Top open source launches on GitHub

October 24, 2016  bkeepers  General

The open source community on GitHub has released some of the world's most influential technologies. Earlier this month, a new dependency manager for JavaScript called Yarn was launched and hit 10,000 stars by its second day on GitHub. Stars are an important measure of the community's interest and just one of the many ways to determine a project's success.

Based on the number of stars in a project's first week, here are the top open source releases on GitHub since 2015.

![Top 10 open source releases by stars in first week](image-url)
`back to using shitty clipboard.js`

`master`

**spencethayer committed on Jun 16**

Showing **2 changed files** with 27 additions and 11 deletions.

1. **index.html**
   ```html
   <script src="/js/chance.min.js" data-version="1.0.4" data-source="https://github.com/chancejs/chancejs"></script>
   <script src="/js/crypt.io.min.js" data-version="1.0.0" data-source="https://github.com/jas/crypt.io"></script>
   <script src="/js/sjcl.js" data-version="1.0.4" data-source="https://github.com/bitwiseshiftleft/sjcl"></script>
   <!--script src="/js/clipboard.min.js" data-version="1.7.1" data-source="/js/clipboard.min.js"></script>
   <script src="/js/app.js"></script>
   <script src="/js/kcd.js"></script>
   ```

2. **js/app.js**
   ```javascript
   @ -262,7 +262,7 @
   @ function revealPass()
   {
       function hidePass()
       {
         $('#domainPassword').attr("type", "password").focus().blur();
       }
   ```
npm-stat

Download statistics for package clipboard

Package: clipboard
From: 02/26/2016
To: 08/24/2017

View package on npm

Downloads per year
Click and drag in the plot to zoom in

2017
clipboard: 3,256,479

Total number of downloads between 2016-02-26 and 2017-08-24:
CÓDIGO É O RESULTADO DE UMA SITUAÇÃO
E NUNCA DE COMPETÊNCIA
Waste no more time arguing about what a good man should be. Be one.

- Marcus Aurelius
CRIAR
coisas
Firebase helps you build better mobile apps and grow your business.

Build apps fast, without managing infrastructure
Firebase products like Analytics, Realtime Database, Messaging, and Crash Reporting let you move quickly and focus on your users.

Backed by Google, trusted by top apps
Firebase is built on Google infrastructure and scales automatically, for even the largest apps.

One console, with products that work together
Firebase products work great individually but share data and insights, so they work even better together.
ENTERPRISE

Turn your company into an apps company

Today every company needs apps to engage their customers and run their businesses. Step up your ability to build, manage, and deploy great apps at scale with Heroku.

SIGN UP FOR FREE

Explore Heroku Enterprise

Get straight to building apps

Setting up, operating and maintaining your own platform is not where the race is won. Avoid the risk and complexity, and dedicate your energy to what really matters: building great apps.
Cloud computing, designed for developers.

Create an Account

By signing up, you agree to the Terms of Service.
You Build. We Deploy.

Forget about infrastructure. Dedicate your time to what really matters: building great apps.

Get Started – It’s FREE

WeDeploy Beta: Our Biggest Release Yet

We have been working tirelessly over the last months on some huge changes to WeDeploy, and today is the day we can finally tell you all about
The impediment to action advances action. What stands in the way becomes the way.

- Marcus Aurelius
ação

e reação
“Tenho uma ideia incrível, preciso colocar em prática...”
“Meu trabalho é uma droga, preciso mudar de emprego...”
“Esse país não tem jeito, preciso sair do Brasil...”
“...mas eu não tenho tempo”
“...mas eu não tenho dinheiro”
“...mas eu não sei inglês direito”
Você quer investir em uma ideia?
VOCÊ QUER TROCAR DE EMPREGO?
Você quer mudar de país?
A ÚNICA COISA QUE IMPede você de alcançar alguma
OBRIGADO!